Incidents

---

**Blood Drawn In Beckman**

by Dave Lewis

Dr. Michael G. Taylor, visiting professor of engineering, and professor of physiology at the University of Washington, had a capacity crowd at Beckman Auditorium on a freeway ramble through the arterial system in a talk entitled "The Motions of the Blood," part of the Monday Night Lecture Series.

The speaker traced the evolution of the concepts of the circulatory system through history (and pre-hisory). Starting with primitive man, who knew that the heart was important but not why, Dr. Taylor traced theories of blood flow up to the present. The Greeks had several ideas on the circulation of the blood. They thought of blood as moving in a tube that gets stiffer the farther out you go. Even better is a model in which the arteries are rigid out you go. Even better is a model in which the arterial system (and vice versa) pores connecting the veins of the heart. This last theory was held through the Middle Ages, when people really didn't care if and how the blood circulated, and no self-respecting professor would dare to dissect people to study it. An Englishman born in 1578, went to Padua to study, and actually willing to dissect a cadaver, proposed in 1616 the theory of the circulation of the blood. He published a book in 1628, and was regarded as a crank for a long time. Dr. Taylor went on to dispute the word of Galen.

A better model involves using a tube with nonuniform elasticity, a tube that gets stiffer the farther out you go. Even better is a model in which the arteries branch out with random endings. In actually the heart does enough work in one day to lift itself 100,000 ft. The excess work done by the heart to overcome effects caused by this arterial form pumping is only about ten percent of the total. But this is just a model, a creation of theoretical biology. Theoretical biology is a very good direction for Dr. Taylor, unless it is firmly planted realities.

---

**Food Service Lacking Thousands In Utensils**

The Institute Food Service is missing $100,007 worth of utensils and related inventory, according to an inventory taken at the end of first term. The Institute inventoried all that they had taken over from Sages food service before school started back at the end of the summer. A similar inventory in December revealed the losses.

**Theives in Chandler**

As yet, no one has any ideas about how to cut down the display, but everyone concludes that the situation is serious enough to warrant a thorough investigation. The inventories were split between the north and south kitchen complexes, but a complete inventory is not finished. For instance: 159,000 items have now been counted in the new Houses and Chandler; the old Houses kitchen has lost 38,000 items. Of the new houses, 151,000 north lost 514, south gained 61. Coffee cups serve as another amazing example of losses through the Greasy exits. North complex has nearly 700 coffee cups.

---

**Notices**

**THE DRAMA CLUB ONE-ACTS**

The Drama Club one-acts scheduled for January 28th have been postponed. All members interested in further participation the Drama Club must attend the meeting Thursday night at 7:30 in Clubroom No. 3.

**A SPEAKER FROM IBM**

IBM will give a historical introduction to the IBM System/360 and speak in a new language, the 360 assemble, at the Colloquium Computer Club meeting Tuesday night. IBM will begin by explaining the concept of a computer, and thus the need for a language to write programs for it.

**TOTEM NEEDS HELP**

Totten is still looking for cooks.

(Continued on page 3)

---

**Students Vote to End Tech**

by Lea Rohrman

The ASCIT Board of Directors Monday night met together as the date of a special vote concerning the editorship of Tech. Michael Moe, Bob Parker's nomination, was the signatures of 163 Techers precipitated the decision. The action followed a lengthy discussion very concerning the article, which appeared in last week's Californian.

The article appeared last Thurs­day on the first and third pages and was one of the main features of Tech. In its regular meeting, the ASCIT Board, which is composed of four pairs of bridge players, discussed the possibility of having a special vote concerning the Tech editorship. A motion was made and seconded, and the vote was held the next day in the regular meeting.

The article was written by Tom­morow's four pairs of bridge players, who are eligible to vote on the Tech editorship. The vote was held in the regular meeting.

**Bridge Tournament To Send 8 To Santa Barbara**

Four pairs of bridge players were given a hand out of the roun­d of the Intercallegiate Bridge Tournament by winning the camponous round held late one Friday night in Winnett Lounge. Thirty-five pairs participated in the event, a duplicate match play pons with one giant section.

**Graduate Students**

Graduate students won both positions in the North-South di­vision. Winning first place was the team of John Firkins of Chemistry and Alan Ramo from Geology, with a score of 314.

**The Institute Food Service**

The Institute Food Service is missing $100,007 worth of utensils and related inventory, according to an inventory taken at the end of first term. No estimates can be made about how much is where. This loss of number of things is held.

---

**Populations of Student Houses Ebb and Flow**

by Hecht

The fatalities from the wars of first term were largest in the battle between students' stom­achs and Institute bookstores. Day­­ly behind were the battles against grades, and against life at Tech in general, accounting for about a fifth of the fifty people leaving the Institute during the first term. This was much to the disgust of the editors, who had hoped to acquire "Colofelles Alley again." Fleming has no such problems, with four more moving off cam­pus, two transferring to other Houses, and one frosh giving up on the ghost; they now have some 139 knives missing from the Institute with a small, generally am­biguous and sensationalistic fash­ion. Further, "The editors are holding their breath in further participation in the exercise of calculated irresponsibil­ity.

The BOD met Sunday morn­ing in consideration of the Ex­ecutive Committee's resolu­tion stating that "the Executive Committee stepped outside the boundaries of its authority when it is defined in the ASCIT by-laws," by-law 2, paragraph 7. The BOD reminded the editors of the Tech that it speaks for the students and that the board has decided to avoid actions whose only effects can be detrimental to the stu­dents.

They further stated their re­sponsibility for the activities of the Tech, that they thought off­campus distribution "would be of positive detriment and a grave mistake." Finally, "the BOD will exercise its right to determine the dis­tribution of this issue, but expres­sly hope that the editors will bear the time for responsibilities outlined above in making this decision.

Irresponsibility

Certain persons, including Tim Huttenback, John O'Pray, Bob Parker, Bob Brown, and George Sharram, decided to resign from the Board. The editors were not enough, and printed and circulated a petition asking for resigna­tion of the newspaper on the responsibility of the decision. Sharram explained that "Moe had shown a consistent pattern of irresponsibility," noting the third term change of

---
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Students to Vote on Meo's Recall

---
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Editorial Freedom

The issue, gentlemen, is freedom of the press. The Board of Directors of ASCIT has refused to comment on last week's California Tech, so now the student body has taken over. The question is not whether or not the article is true, but whether the students will allow the editor to publish facts which they don't want to see. We do not have on this campus a healthy expression of ideas, a liberal atmosphere to "out- side" newspapers since the Peter Zenger case of 1735.

Who should tell the editor what to print and what not to print? Listen to the Excomm's recommendations to the Board of Directors: "The Board should direct the editors of said paper to the truth and to the entire integrity. The Tech shall print no further articles, letters, rebuttals, headlines, boxes, or cartoons about Caltech students and marijuana, without express consent from the Board." These unwarranted measures were taken by the Board, but might be taken by the student body.

Such frantik, blanket censorship chokes the free exchange of ideas. The suppression of truth which is the ultimate goal of this vote will do much more harm than any article on marijuana. No longer, after we have been recalled from office, will the student newspaper be a forum for the free and easy exchange of controversial ideas. Oh, no. Controversial topics may present Caltech in a "bad light." It might ruin our reputation. Such a vote will curtail the branch of campus, discussion about topics which are not covered in physics lecture.

Picture, gentlemen, a newspaper in which the editor does not have the final decision on what is published. Even if his article is true, even if he has taken what he considers to be reasonable precautions to ensure that the editor will not be unjustifiably damaging, he will take no chances, gentlemen: the California Tech will become a sort of Unabridged Institute Weekly Calendar. A bitters bulle- tin in our life.

Actually, the recall is the second alternative of the forces of fear and frustration. Their main objective was stopping the circulation, but the Excomm has no power to do so, nor does the Board of Directors. The power to distribute the papers or to distribute the facts of real life which may ruin our reputation. Such a vote will lead to a complete free-for-all in the student body.

Let us remember, though, just what is at stake in the vote tomorrow. The movement to censure is not the result of a long string of abominable papers and irresponsible actions, but the reaction of a forceful article, "The issue is not freedom of the press but whether or not it is considered responsible and the rights and privileges of the all the students select to initiate control over the circulation of which is to faculty, staff, parent, and trustees, whose aroused intervention can only result in the loss of many subs for next semester." Not freedom of speech nor freedom of press, but whether or not it is considered responsible and the rights and privileges of all the students select to initiate control over the circulation of which is to faculty, staff, parent, and trustees.

By-laws state, and the Excomm, and contrary to the interests of the members of Caltech, the-interests of the Board if it managers, and that drugs should be prohibited. The issue is freedom of the press, is what made the reporting of the true situation, is what made the President, the Deans, the Tech's faculty advisor, and the Master all advised Moe that the publication of this article would be unwise in the face of the risks involved. No positive interest, the interests of the readers; the circulation of which is to faculty, staff, parent, and trustees, whose aroused intervention can only result in the loss of many subs for next semester.

Gary Edwards

Letters

Editors:

The sudden "Hang-Moe" movement shows Caltech undergraduates in a chilling light. To a casual observer, the impecce- ment of a newspaper co-editor for a single article is strange and oppressive to freedom of publication. Yet, it is just such a casual observer who can see the reasons behind the recall of Michael Meo.

Moe'sMarijuana article was the height of folly.

Gary M. Christoph
Tim Hendrickson
John E. O'Reary
The academic staff of Caltech
George Sherman
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ALL ALBUMS ARE SEALED AND GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTS
A&H DISCOUNT RECORDS
1755 E. Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, California
SHOP DAILY 10-6 MON. & FRI. EVENINGS TO 9
SY 6-7436

1000's OF POPULAR ALBUMS AT DISCOUNT PRICES

ALL ALBUMS ARE SEALED AND GUARANTEED AGAINST DEFECTS

AMERICAN RECORDING CORPORATION
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A better idea never came out of a crystal ball

At Ford Motor Company we’re always looking for better ideas. But not with a crystal ball. We do it with background and brain. We do it by seeking answers for down-to-earth situations like: Should a profitable central city dealership be relocated to a growing suburban area? Or is a profitable central city dealership better than a suburban area where marijuana use is admitted; and we take extra steps to get them. Ford Motor Company has a College Graduate Program which provides immediate opportunities for individual development. In our rotational assignment system graduates are assured broad training and constant visibility to management. Right now, new products, new marketing programs, new subsidiary operations here and abroad are creating new jobs. One could be yours.

For more information, write our College Recruiting Department. Or better yet, schedule an appointment through your placement officer to talk with our representatives, now on the road—looking for better people with better ideas.

STUDENTS, if you need HELP in fulfilling your language requirement— inquire about tutoring services at BERLITZ, THE LANGUAGE CENTER 170 South Lake Ave. Pasadena SY 5-5888
The Critical Ear

by Bill Atwood

Sunday night in Dabney Lounge at 8:35 the Coppin Ensemble performed a program of chamber music consisting of the Beethoven Octet, Op. 13, Trio in D; the Piano Quartet in C minor by Brahms, and the Hulus Piano Quintet. The group was well received by a near-capacity audience consisting primarily of faculty and adults from the Pasadena area.

With the Beguine

Emerson displayed a remarkable dexterity, and the Piano Quartet in C minor by Brahms was remarkably well received by a near-capacity audience at 8:15 the Coppin Lounge. Emerson's intonation and lack of confidence, but as the piece progressed, the members of the trio relaxed, the quality of the music improved immensely. The group's balance was remarkably fine.

The trio was followed by the Brahms quartet. Marie Coplin Emerson displayed a remarkable sensibility and musical awareness not usually found in a pianist. The group still lacked in its rendition and failed to meet the force of performance required by this piece.

Pepop-generation piece

After a brief intermission all five members of the group played the Hulus quintet. This was the best-played of any of the pieces. The modern tonal and structural aspects of the Hulus composition were brought forth admirably. The selection of the pieces provided the listener with a wide spectrum of music. The Beethoven piece, taken from his early works, exemplified definite classical modes of expression. The Brahms, with its rich melodies and harmonic structure, typified the Romantic era beautifully. Finally, the contemporary composition by Black provided an interesting contrast to the other two works.

The audience showed a wide range of musical appreciation, and was able to accept all three pieces equally well. The security of Caltech students at the concert was appaling. One wonders why the students don't take advantage of such great opportunities in music. The problem may arise from lack of publicity; well then, the Julliard String Quartet will appear in Beckman Auditorium on January 26. Don't miss this world-famous group.

THE ICE HOUSE
GLENDALE

234 S. Brand, Glendale
Reservations: 245-5043

“ROCK & ROLL GLYPHIS”

b/w “Road to Nowhere”

(Capitol 5821)

HEARTS & FLOWERS

at the Ice House Glendale
Then January 29

TIM MORGAN

Thur. Jan. 22
THE TRAVELERS

Jan. 24-29

India To Celebrate 17th Nativity In Dabney Hall

The Caltech Indian community is presenting “India Day” on Thursday, January 26, at 8 p.m. in the Dabney Lounge. “India Day” is a cultural program to celebrate the seventeenth anniversary of the birth of the Indian Republic.

Hard-hitting political skits

The program has been planned as a judicious blend of music, dance, and humor. Both classical and light varieties make up the music. The offerings of classical music include a flute and a sitar recital while the light music consists of folk songs and some vigorous group singing. A demonstration and exposition of classical Indian dance is one of the highlights of the program. In a lighter vein, the program includes fairly hard-hitting skits involving swipes at both India and the rest of the world. A documentary film will also be shown.

More Notices

(Continued from page 1)

The program will begin with the Beethoven. The opening movements were hampered slightly by intonation and lack of confidence, but as the piece progressed, the members of the trio relaxed, the quality of the music improved immensely. The group's balance was remarkably fine.

The trio was followed by the Brahms quartet. Marie Coplin Emerson displayed a remarkable sensibility and musical awareness not usually found in a pianist. The group still lacked in its rendition and failed to meet the force of performance required by this piece.
Thursday, January 19, 1967

Letters . . .

(Continued from page 2)

Potspevski
To anyone who cares to think about the situation, it is perfect-
ably obvious where the pot ultimately comes from—not from
the pitiful little junkie-pusher on the corner or in the next room,
but rather from the profession-als—the "graders" or whatever
ever one cares to call them. Now with this virtually undeniable
fact in mind, I would like to ask
the pot puffers some questions about their moral codes (assum-
ing they have some).

Would you, to satisfy your per-
sonal pleasures, buy iron crosses
and white sheets from the Nazi
regime, help the villainous Red
raiders of the South, know-
ing full well that as you did so
you were buying the ropes,
whips, and crosses for those peo-
ple to achieve their goals? Would you, to satisfy your per-
sonal pleasures, buy iron crosses
and swastikas from the Nazis
in this country, knowing full
well that you were helping to
pay for uniforms and propagan-
da?

Do you like white slavery?
If not, then why do you buy pot
to satisfy your personal
pleasures, when it is perfectly
obvious that you are financially
contributing to organized crime
both inside and outside this
country? Do you approve of
your paying the wages for gang-
land killers? (or for the "protec-
tion" peddlers? or the pimps
and white slavers)? You are, of
course, just as surely as you
would be paying to intimidate
Negroes if you were buying axe
handles and sheets from racists.

Of course, I could be mistaken
about your morality, or lack of it.
Perhaps, in order to satisfy
your personal pleasures, you
don't give a damn how Robert
Shelton solves the "ringer prob-
lem". Perhaps you don't care
what Mr. Rockwell does to the
"kikes" so long as your personal
pleasures are satisfied. Maybe
you are quite willing to help pay
for the 50 or 40 (I'm guessing
here, but 1 think I'll be in the
ballpark) gangland killings that
have taken place in Boston in
recent years.

But I think you do object and
do give a damn. So what are
you going to do next time you

Why become an engineer at
Garrett-AiResearch? You'll have to
work harder and use more of
your knowledge than engineers
at most other companies.

If you're our kind of engineer,
you have some very definite ideas
about your career.

For example:
You've worked hard to get a
good education. Now you want to
put it to work in the best way
possible.

You will never be satisfied with
run-of-the-mill assignments. You
demand exciting, challenging projects.
You not only accept individual responsibil-
ity—you insist upon it.
Does that sound like you? Then AiResearch
is your cup of tea.

Our business is
mainly in sophisticated aerospace
systems and subsystems.
Here, research, design, and de-
velopment lead to production of

actual hardware. That means you
have the opportu-

nity to start with
a customer's problem and
see it through to a
system that will get the job done.
The product lines at AiResearch,
Los Angeles Division, are environ-
mental systems, flight information
and controls systems, heat transfer
systems, secondary power generator
systems for missiles and space, electri-
cal systems, and specialized indus-

trial systems.
In each category AiResearch
employs three kinds of engineers.

Preliminary design engineers
do the analytical and theoretical
work, then write proposals.

Design engineers do the lay-
outs; turn an idea into a product.

Developmental engineers are
responsible for making hardware
out of concepts.

Whenever field fits you best, we
can guarantee you this: you can
go as far and fast as your talen-
tes can carry you. You can make as
much money as any engineer in a
comparable spot—anywhere.

And of course, at AiResearch, you'll
get all the plus benefits a top company
offers.

Our engineering staff is smaller
than comparable companies. This
spells opportunity. It gives a man
who wants to make a mark plenty
of elbow room to expand. And
while he's doing it he's working
with, and learning from, some of
the real pros in the field.

If the AiResearch story sounds
like opportunity speaking to you—
you don't have to contact AiResearch,
Los Angeles, or see our repre-

sentative when he comes to your


Europe Offers Summer
Study, Job Programs

by Terry Reedy

If necessity does not require that
you work during the sum-
mer, and you are looking for
different experience, investigate
the possibility of either studying
or working in Europe for part of
a summer. There are a num-
ber of summer programs or
projects for students. Similar
activities are available for a full
year, but they usually do not
need to be consulted before they
are con-

sidered.

Study abroad requires money.
In general, tuition, room, and
board, and some extracurricular
activities are covered by the
equivale of tuition at Caltech.
The Educational Travel Associa-
tion offers two one-month ses-
sions in both Paris and Salzburg,
Austria, for $225 each session.
The course of study is the lan-
guage and history of civilizations
of western countries.

Come to the Tech office

Classrooms Abroad offers a simi-
lar program in France, Germany, Spain, and
Italy. Lodging is provided in
private homes. The cost for sev-

en weeks is $1250, which in-
cludes jet fare from New York.

For further information

The International College in Co-

penhagen offers two summer pro-
grams, a five-week study session
and a two-month tour of north-
ern and eastern Europe ($250 and
$600. It also offers a two-

semester course (in English) in
World Affairs or Danish Studies
for $150 and $325. Lodging in
Copenhagen is privately arranged.

Konradianus Studies Abroad offers a year abroad for $1290 includ-
ing round trip flight, in
Stockholm, Paris, or Madrid.

If you aren't rich, you might
consider working for at least
two months of the summer. The most extensive program is probably
Jobs Abroad, sponsored by Inter-
national Student Information Service. It guarantees a job and
requires attendance at an orienta-

tion session before starting work.
Cost of the session is $150 or
$475 including transportation to
Brussels, Belgium. You start choose three of the following work
categories: factory, con-
struction, restaurant/A la tra-

tert, farm, camp counseling, child care, hospital, work camp,
and special (other) and one lan-
guage area: English, German,
French, or other. Salaries range
from $25 to $90 per month for summer jobs. If the low-rate
jobs include room and board.
The minimum work period is two months for all services which do not require
the initial orientation, and which
do not guarantee a job.

For further information on
any of the above, come to the
Tech office.

Letters . . .
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subjected because the picture is, in
its eyes, an Institute public-rela-
tions medium rather than a jour-

nal of opinion. Moe evidently
has failed in his public-relations
role. The pet-legislator wants
someone who will only add to
the student-loving, week after
horing week.

Why are all these Techans so
frightened? They are, literally,
the minority viewpoint in the
country. If they determine to
ignore the petty people around them, that's their business, not
the FBI, nor General Motors can
hurt them. If they recall Moe
because he wrote what he be-

lieved, they will strike an Imp-
ressive blow for liberty.

Very truly yours,
Ron Drucker, '68
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two months of the summer. The most extensive program is probably
Jobs Abroad, sponsored by Inter-
national Student Information Service. It guarantees a job and
requires attendance at an orienta-

tion session before starting work.
Cost of the session is $150 or
$475 including transportation to
Brussels, Belgium. You start choose three of the following work
categories: factory, con-
struction, restaurant/A la tra-

tert, farm, camp counseling, child care, hospital, work camp,
and special (other) and one lan-
guage area: English, German,
French, or other. Salaries range
from $25 to $90 per month for summer jobs. If the low-rate
jobs include room and board.
The minimum work period is two months for all services which do not require
the initial orientation, and which
do not guarantee a job.

For further information on
any of the above, come to the
Tech office.
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subjected because the picture is, in
its eyes, an Institute public-rela-
tions medium rather than a jour-

nal of opinion. Moe evidently
has failed in his public-relations
role. The pet-legislator wants
someone who will only add to
the student-loving, week after
horing week.

Why are all these Techans so
frightened? They are, literally,
the minority viewpoint in the
country. If they determine to
ignore the petty people around them, that's their business, not
the FBI, nor General Motors can
hurt them. If they recall Moe
because he wrote what he be-

lieved, they will strike an Imp-
ressive blow for liberty.

Very truly yours,
Ron Drucker, '68
Hooper Lose Two, But Frighten CHM

With two starters, Jim Stanley and Bruce Threewitt, also missed due to ankle injury, the Caltech basketball team was in terrible shape physically for last week's game. On Wednesday night the Beavers fell prey to Oxy 96-62. Having an extraordinarily cold night shooting, the Beavers shot 32 percent, compared to CHM's 53 percent, led to their downfall. A fine individual performance was turned up by Bruns, who has helped the team considerably on the boards in the past several games. Tom Bicknell was high scorer with 20 points, while Jim Pearson made 18 and John Frazolini made 12.

Chilly game

Saturday night the Beavers lost to Claremont-Harvey Stud 87-63 despite a large home crowd. In the first half Caltech hauled the taller Stage with a constantly switching defense. Despite an inconsistent offense Tech managed to stay close by shooting great hustle. CHM led only 39-34 at half-time. Led by center Barton, the Stags pulled away in the third quarter when the Beavers hit an extra-cold spell. After that, the outcome was never in doubt. Caltech played Cal Lutheran, and traveled to La Verne on Friday. The next home games will be played on Saturday, Jan. 21 with the JV opposing Whittier at 6:30 p.m. and the varsity playing Life College at 8:30.

Composer wants to know the score on '67 compacts

DEAR REB:

I'm a well-known composer, and I need a new car. The trouble is, I'm just too BIZET to pick one out. And what's more, many of the new cars I see are OFFENBACH in the garage for repairs. But I do have a good friend who is pleased with his new '67 Dodge Dart. He was given an excellent deal and BERLIOZ any money on it. My Bach is to the wall. Can you help me?

LUDWIG

Dear Ludwig:

My advice is that you let yourself RAVEL in the enjoyment of driving the sporty, all-new Dart for '67. You'll find its LIZST price is a lot lower than you'd expect. And even though it's longer outside and bigger inside this year, Dart's still an easy car to HANDEL.

Composer wants to know the score on '67 compacts

Wrestler of the Week

The wrestler of this week is Joe Devinny, a sophomore from Lloyd House. Devinny is an all-around athlete, not only is he a fine wrestler in the 167 lb. class, but he also played guard on this year's football team. HAVING wrestled last year, he is the only member of a predominantly freshman squad who has inter-collegiate experience.

Asst. to team

Coach Gutman is impressed by the seriousness which he brings to practice. Devinny is "one of the top wrestlers of the squad. Joe has won two matches and his losses were close decisions. The experience he will receive this year will establish him as a top competitive wrestler. He is a hard worker very interested in improving himself. He is an asset to the team."

Here's the swinging, man-sized compact for '67 that's got three B's of its own: Bold, Brassy and Beautiful. Dart has been completely restyled this year, inside and out. It's longer, roomier, more powerful. But still at that snug compact price. Drop in at your nearest Dodge Dealer's and try it out for yourself.
**Page Overpowers All Opponents To Triumph in Interhouse Tennis**

Tennis, the first Interhouse sport of the second term, ended with little excitement after the preliminary rounds made the situation clear. The contest narrowed quickly to a battle between Page and Lloyd for first place, while the other five Houses slugged it out for the lower positions.

The Page team showed amazing strength in the three single events, sweeping first place in all. Page managed to keep the quality possessed by the singles players, but was unable to place second because of the generally poor quality of entries in doubles. Peter Youze, fresh from wonder, lost but three games in weight in his singles, all of them to Gray Jenkins of Lloyd, whereas Guy DuBridge won forty-five in his second singles. David VanSise, easy doubles player, won a singularly uniligious third singles, although he lost six games to Dainey’s Wurts.

While Page took first three and a second, Lloyd took third two and a final. Jennings, Steve Landy, and Glenn Prestl took second in the three respective singles, while Norman Whitley and Kirk Benson took first in doubles over Page’s Craig Maxwell and Allen Porter.

To be played this week, which will decide third place between Blacker and Dalney, has yet to be played. Each was a third place in singles and tied in doubles, so that the game between Russia’s Dixon and Lloyd’s Landy will decide; if Landy wins six or more out of eight, Dalney will place third overall.

Fleming was fifth with a third, fourth, fifth, and sixth, and Hicketti and B런ck slugged it out for last place; Hicketti won (last, that is), finishing last in three events and sixth in another.

**Super-physicists: Gell-Mann Gets Millikan Chair**

The first man to hold the Robert Andrews Millikan professorship in physics at Caltech will be the noted theoretical physicist Murray Gell-Mann.

Meticulous Gerl-Mann, whose appointment was announced by President DuBridge and is effective immediately, has been on the Caltech faculty since 1965, when at the age of 31 he joined the staff as an associate professor. He was made full professor the following year, and in the past decade has won international prominence for his contributions to the “string” or “singlet” theories that underlie modern physics.

The chair that he will fill was created last fall by action of the Board of Trustees in honor of Caltech’s chief executive officer from 1927 to 1945.

Doubling education

President DuBridge said of the appointment, “We are satisfied of the order of favors that Dr. Millikan would have appreciated more than the creation of a professorship in his name at Caltech, and we believe that Dr. Millikan’s doubly honored that his first occupant is so distinguished a scientist as Dr. Gell-Mann.”

Gell-Mann has introduced two super-physicists — one of whom is named in honor of Caltech’s chief executive officer from 1927 to 1945.

**CAMPUS INTERVIEWS JANUARY 30**

**...SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW**

Visit your placement office as soon as possible to arrange a campus interview with MARAD representatives. You may write for further information.

---

**THE MARITIME ADMINISTRATION**

Department of Commerce

General Accounting Office Building, 411 "G" Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20625

An equal opportunity employer M&F
More Recall Issue
(Continued from page 1)

mained that failed to bear the second-class stamp. So the
ter pointed to the issue that had to be burned because "the pic-
tures and caption were incompati-
bale with the mailing regula-
tions.

Sarabin explained that "I want to emphasize that this was a student group that started this petition." He also remarked that Moe's editorialists are, in general, worthless because they have no direction. Tim Hendrickson, the only one in the group who is a former editor of the Twentieth, mentioned that the mention of marijuana in the drawing on the mailing label confused him.

If the subject had been put in an editorial with a positive ap-
proach, all that needed would be a "Yes" vote. Hendrickson said that the process of the press was already established, but that the administration knew, more than likely, what was in the article, unlike what has been seen in similar cases. "Cyprus Point Oaks." Prospective purchasers who see the Middlitch pointed out that the administration know, more than likely, what was in the article, unlike what has been seen in similar cases. "Cyprus Point Oaks." Prospective purchasers who see the Middlitch pointed out that the administration know, more than likely, what was in the article, unlike what has been seen in similar cases.

More Rugby Bash
(Continued from page 6)

hard to get to, but there will be a game against Occidental in Tournament Park at 3 p.m. on Wednesday, January 25. If you are willing and able to go to the Saturday game, the team and supporters will leave from Caltech gym at 11:30 a.m. If you can't make it, be sure to see the Oxy game.

Missing Forks Cost Mucho $
(Continued from page 3)

lost complex is down only 42. Each will rise again.

To keep things even, however, not all losses were slanted away from the south complex: Dinner plates, soup bowls, and metal pitchers were all missing in greater quantities from the southern regions.

In case you are still wondering how such a large loss could be chalked up, here are some typical prices: Dinner plates, which disappeared at the rate of 316 in one term, cost nearly $15 per doz-

The total of 42 metal pitch-
ers which disappeared from the Institute an estimated $10.50 each, after depreciation. Coffee cups of which 775 are missing, cost $0.30 per dozen. At this rate it is easy to see how the mon-
ey losses can pile up.

R. W. Gang, Head of Residence and Dining Halls, has brought the deficit to the attention of Fred Lamb, ASCET President, and Martin Smith, Chairman of the JOC. No investigation is underway as yet, but some ac-
tion is expected when the JOC meets this week.

Letters . . .
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and result in a huge loss of mon-
etary gifts. But have the great private universities of the East become insolvent? Those per-
sent fail to remember that Cal-
tech receives grants and gifts from mainly the professor and students as an outstanding work. Here. Undergraduates fear that if the quality of a large variety of California law, arrests for which would not enhance such contributions for gaining security; clearances, ultimately a monetary gain. All these arguments apply also in the controversy over the re-
call of Moe, since the circulation issue is now dead. But to have taken his benchmark for almost a year and then to cast a down-
ward eye because of a good arti-
cle seems a little incongruous. Interestingly, the recall petition did not ask editor Middlitch to leave. He however was editor-in-chief of last week's issue and in the end decided whether or not to print the questioned arti-

Esquire is a unique situation. The hope is that they decide correctly when given the opportunity to express themselves.

Lee Fishbone

Water Colors On Display In Dohney Lounge

The California Water-Color So-
ciety's traveling exhibit is now making its first stop in Caltech's Dohney Lounge. The 29 paintings, which will be on display through February 4, are a selec-
tion from the Society's 68th annu-
al showing, currently at the Barnsdall Art Museum in Los Angeles.

Priceless paintings

Moe Meo, Millie Rummell, and Harriet Ross, Dohney Lounge art coor-
dinator, the traveling exhibit rep-
resents the best of the most em-
inent painters in the area. The Society's traveling was juried, but none of the paintings displayed in Dohney won prizes.

The paintings are all for sale, with prices ranging from $45 to $800 for a D. M. Chouinard painting. "Truckee Factor" and Rex Brandt's "Cyprian Point Docks." Prospective purchasers should see Moe Meo in Dohney Hall.
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